WANTED
Anthony Fauci

Robert Redfield

Alex Azar

For crimes against humanity, inclusive of being the architects of the senseless slaughter of
millions of children, women & men. Which is still happening at this time. Their crimes include.
1. 18 US Code § 2339 Funding and conspiring to engage in acts of terror against the citizens of the
United States.
2. 18 US Code § 2331, Section 802 of the Patriot Act, Willfully lying and coercing a population to
induce fear in that population for self interest.
3. 18 US Code § 1001 In October of 2020, Lying to Congress
4. 15 US Code §1 – 3 Conspiring to commit criminal activity by appropriating US taxpayer dollars to
funnel the taxpayer money into their market selected corporate interest, including Moderna, Pfizer,
Gilead Sciences and others.
5. 15 US Code § 8 Engaging in market manipulation and market allocation by price fixing the prices of
vaccines and therapeutic interventions for COVID-19.
6. 15 US Code § 19 A federal felony crime of interlocking directorates, controlling the means, motive
and message around the COVID-19 campaign.
7. 35 US Code § 206 Violation of disclosure of government interest as Fauci failed to disclose 40
patents worth $40 billion per year from which he personally benefits.
8. 35 US Code § 101 Violation of patent law by patenting nature.
These crimes are just the beginning of their atrocities.
Un Nou Inceput Judicary
I am sure someone can do this poster and the other to follow better. However, they are to be taken very
seriously. Governments are not acting to bring a person who is by far the most heinous mass
murder/serial killer in world history to justice. To get the justice this time, it is only up to the people of
this world to do so. However we have to do it. Anthony Fauci, has to hire security for his daughter,
while he murders ours. Murders of which all three are guilty.

